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Fiction – Dougal’s Deep Sea Diary 

Success Criteria 

Composition Vocabulary, Grammar and Punctuation 

  

 

 Thursday Friday 
LC  Can you Describe what Dougal saw on his dive? Can you describe a setting? 
 Introduce the story Dougal’s Deep Sea Diary. What do you 

think the story might be about? Is it fiction or non fiction? 
 
Read the story to the children and discuss. What did Dougal 
do? How did he feel? How do you know he loves the ocean / 
diving? 
 
What did Dougal see on his dive? Show the children the 
pictures from the story (seesaw activity) and choose one. 
Ask the children to work with a partner to think of ways to 
describe what is in the picture. Model adding labels to the 
picture and then using the labels to write sentences. 
 
Activity: Choose 3 pictures and write description of what 
Dougal saw on his dive. 
 
Differentiation: 
1: Use seesaw activity with TA – record sentences / labels. 
2: Stick pictures in books and add labels. T support to write 
sentences.  
3: Stick pictures in books and add labels / write sentences 
independently. 

Recap the planning sheets from yesterday. What is on your plan? How 
can we write a good story about the Rainbow Fish? 
Read the first page of the story to the children. This page tells us 
where the RF lived and what he looked like. Let’s have a go at starting 
our story in a similar way. Talk about ideas and model on the board. 
 
Model how to use the plan and think carefully about the sentences 
before writing.  Model adding adjectives and adverbs to the sentences.  
 
Activity: Children to draw a picture of what they think Atlantis looked 
like and then write a description. 
 
Differentiation: 
1: Use seesaw activity with TA – record description. 
2: Draw picture of Atlantis. Write sentences with T/TA support. 
3: Draw Atlantis and write description independently. 
 



Additional Classroom Activities: Design and label a new wetsuit for Dougal, fingerpaint a fish or sea creature, write a 
character description for Dougal, use computers / books to research diving.  

 


